
design features    

- unique detailing highlights the interplay of
  materials
- hutches anchored to desk surface with
  metal fittings
- optional locks available for drawers
- additional hanging capacity with
  optional exterior rod
- unique vertical or horizontal wall mounted 
  shelving unit

components
LAMINATE
3/4” construction ensures durability in high 
impact areas. Edges are sealed with PVC 
edge banding

DRAWER SLIDES
metal drawer sides with integrated 
ball-bearing rollers, positive stop and 1/2” 
laminate back and bottom

BED FRAME
2” angle iron frame on 1 1/4” square metal 
legs. Supplied with 1/2” white laminate 
platform sealed with PVC edge banding. 
Platform is supplied in two pieces for easy 
handling

HANDLES
- handle shown in brochure is PELLE in
  nickel
- standard handle is NERO in chrome 
- optional handles are available at 
  campusfurniture.ca | handles

finishes
LAMINATE
for available laminate colors see 
campusfurniture.ca | finishes iON DE Design Corp.

6399 Netherhart Road 
Mississauga, Ontario
L5T 1B8  

t:  905.670.6617
tf: 800.313.3446
dedesigncorp.com



iON Capturing a light, youthful aesthetic iON is engineered for durability and longevity. The exchange of 
colors offers a custom appearance at standard production pricing. DE Design’s customer support and 
design team is always available to help with the unique creation of your product.

Materials have been selected for their strength and performance characteristics. Quality core materials 
are surfaced in wear-resistant laminate and impact resilient edging. Metal to metal connectors ensure 
added durability at all connection points and allow for many components to be replaced in the field.

DE Design understands its responsibility as a corporate citizen to protect and preserve the environment. 
As such, we maintain strict guidelines in all aspects of managing our environmental impact. From how 
we design and build our products, to the materials we use in them; how we maintain our facilities and 
dispose of any hazardous materials, we take environmental responsibility seriously. For full details please 
visit dedesigncorp.com


